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Editors Note:
Winners and honorable mention recipients of the
2022 Poetry Contest for Paterson Students can be
found on the pages of this anthology, which was
coordinated by the Theater and Poetry Project (TAPP)
at Passaic County Community College (PCCC). TAPP
is a special project of the Passaic County Cultural and
Heritage Council at PCCC, and a Language Arts
enrichment partnership with the Poetry Center at
PCCC and the Paterson Public Schools.
We would like to express our gratitude to
Superintendent
Eileen
Shafer
and
Deputy
Superintendent Susana Perón of the Paterson Public
Schools, as well as Dr. Steven Rose, President of
Passaic County Community College, whose
continuous support makes projects like this anthology
possible. We would also like to thank the principals
and teachers, who encouraged these young people
to participate in the contest, and welcomed our
poets into their virtual classrooms to lead TAPP
workshops despite the extraordinary challenges of
remote learning.
These workshops supplemented the Language Arts
curriculum with free arts instruction taught by
professional poets, and inspired and empowered
students to tell their stories in new and creative ways.
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First Prize
Kenzi McMillan – Grade 1
Black Lives Matter to Me

I know that black lives matter.
I know that I matter.
I need to feel happy and important every day.
I need to feel alive every day and in every way.
My mind and spirit need to grow.
I need an education that will help me to rise
above injustice and inequality.
I need to succeed in a big world where I am
treated fairly.
In this big world, I need to feel excited to learn
and experience new and exciting challenges.
I need to know that I am a very good person
who has important things to say.
I need to know that what I say will be treated
with respect.
I need to know that there is opportunity for me
to grow to be my best me.
My Black life matters today.
My Black life matters in all of the tomorrows.
My life and my future will be awesome because
my Black life matters!
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Messiah Shabazz – Grade 1
My Memories of a City Flood

Growing up in my city of Paterson,
I saw people living on the dirty streets.
When the big flood came,
we saw water rising up, up, up,
flooding people out of their homes and retreats.
I saw people on the streets with no dry places
for them to sit or lay their heads down to rest.
I thought I saw a person who drowned,
laying with his head down at the gas station
near my house.
My dream to help others was born on
the day of the flood,
I saw too many people in need.
I want to help people get their rest,
I want people to have their best.
I want to help those in need,
I want to give them food to feed.
I want to build a house to fill their need,
a house to build like a seed.
The seed that grows into a home
for homeless people to be freed.
I want to never see a flood that takes away
all things from people who need.
I want to build my dream for all
who live in Paterson
to have the things they need and to feel freed.
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Nia Goodwin – Grade 2
Off To School

When my mom takes me to school,
I see the blue sky
and listen to birds
singing as they fly by.
Off to school.
When I roll down the window,
I feel the wind blow in my face.
I thank God for his amazing grace.
Off to school.
When I arrive to school,
I wave goodbye to my mother
and go up the stairs and meet my brother.
Off to school.
Now I have to learn,
good grades I will earn.
Off to school
No time to play,
I will get all A’s today.
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Amaya Jones – Grade 2
I AM
I am smart.
I am beautiful,
even if no one else thinks so.
I am brave,
I dream big,
bigger than a normal little kid.
I am kind,
I am unstoppable,
Maya Angelou told me I am phenomenal.
I am helpful,
I can do amazing things.
I can’t wait to grow up
to see what the future brings.
I matter,
I am enough.
In this crazy world we live in,
you always have to remain tough.
I know who I am,
and I know I love me.
A strong, intelligent, phenomenal little woman!
Who do you ask that is?
I would say
she is me.
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Sahar Abdulazeez – Grade 3
Let’s Celebrate Eid!

The fasting time is over,
the day is getting late.
We are watching for the new moon,
a sign to celebrate.
For now, it’s Eid-ul-Fitr,
and we shall all have fun
with meeting friends and family,
now our festival´s begun.
´Eid Mubarak!´ we say,
´Eid Mubarak!´
Our greeting to our folks and friends
on this special day.
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Hannah Hamdan – Grade 3
This Piece of Mesh Tells Stories
This piece of mesh tells stories.
I love this Palestinian way of art.
How they work so hard,
the beauty of Tatreez is all I can see.
I know this way by heart,
how they put their time into it.
One needle and one thread
sew an X,
that’s all it takes.
Together, the X’s can build
a beautiful picture.
This piece of mesh tells stories,
stories of happiness and joy.
This art can be worn on your body
or hung up on your wall.
This piece of mesh tells stories.
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Mikayla Moody – Grade 3
We Are Women
We are women,
we can make the world a better place.
We are women,
and we can do anything.
We are women,
we are brave, strong, and beautiful.
We are women,
nothing can stand in our path.
We are women,
we will never give up
when something is challenging or difficult.
We are women,
and we will use our pain and struggles
to fight and defeat our enemies.
We are women,
we can help save our beautiful planet.
We are women,
we have the heart of a lioness and
the soul of a deer.
We are mothers, caretakers, daughters,
educators, grandmothers,
and noble Queens.
No matter who we are, black or white,
spoken words in different languages
with our heads held high,
we can be anything we dream of.
When we believe in ourselves,
we are truly unstoppable.
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Axbel Wel – Grade 3
Friends

Forever with you
Respect you always
Invited you into my heart
Encourage you forever
Never will feel lonely again
Defend you at all costs
Smile every time I see you.
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Clarke Jackson – Grade 4
One Hour A Day
One hour a day.
I can only play Roblox
for one hour a day.
REALLY!
Who can play Roblox
for only one hour
a day?
For one hour
a day was how
long my parents
allowed me to play.
You wanna know why?
When we were
in quarantine,
fun was out.
I couldn't go to school
or see my friends,
so we couldn't
hang out.

I started to play Roblox
with my cousins
and my friends.
We would play for hours
almost every day.
My mom told me
to be careful,
to play with only
people I knew.
People bully on Roblox
and say mean things
to you.
People are
cringy and act
weird on Roblox, too.
They follow you around
and ask to play with you.
In October 2020,
everything changed.
My cousin wanted
to play in a room
that was really strange.
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I told my cousin
I didn’t want to
play there.
I said, “I’m gonna
leave this place”.
I didn’t know my dad
was watching.
Uh oh!
That look on
his face,
we were both
in big trouble.
Now Roblox was
off limits,
we were so sorry.
I thought our parents
wouldn’t forgive us.
We all had a talk
about Roblox
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and how to play safe.
But we weren't allowed
to play anymore
until they thought
it was ok.
I cried for months.
I asked to play
for months.
I asked my dad if I
could play just for once.
Guess what?
FINALLY!
They let me play.
Now I can play Roblox
but only for
ONE HOUR A DAY.

Wynter McDuffie – Grade 4
My Hair
Big and black,
soft and smooth.
Curly and healthy,
bouncing when I walk.
Straight or curly,
smooth or rough,
healthy or poor,
purple or black,
people touch my hair.
Please, it is not for sale.
I know it smells like
lavender with vanilla.
Please, it is for culture,
not for show.
You might think
it is fake,
but no way.
No way,
this is hair from the start.
This is everyday hair.
No matter what,
this will always be my hair.
This is my hair.
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Kimberly Munares – Grade 4
School
I am elated about being back in school!
I love my teachers who work hard to teach me.
I love my classroom, the way it’s decorated.
I love math, especially fractions.
I love learning every day,
I love playing with my friends at recess.
I even love the lunch!
I love being able to draw in person.
I love reading.
I love gym.
I am elated about being back in school!
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Angel Cruz Ramos – Grade 4
Yesmairy
My sister was a good little girl,
that’s what my family tells me.
God wanted her before
I was even born.
She was very sick,
but she’s in heaven.
She’s not in pain anymore,
but I wish that I had met her.
Mom and Dad tell me
she was strong, faithful, and true.
It makes them sad thinking
about her big smile.
The love that is tucked away
in their hearts knowing that
she died peacefully still
makes them want to cry.
I wish I could have met this child,
she is the only sister I had.
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Jayliann Adorno – Grade 5
Frozen
I hear my name being announced out loud.
So, I take a deep breath in and walk on stage.
The music begins, and I’m dancing quite well.
But then suddenly, my mind goes blank!
I have forgotten my dance completely.
My dance teachers always say,
“just make up your own dance”
but I was already frozen in place.
In front of hundreds of people,
I simply ran off the stage.
After I ran off the stage,
nobody was happy at all!
My mom was disappointed,
and my dance teachers were upset too.
Sometimes I wonder
what might have happened
if I had just improvised through the song.
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Huda Daralsheikh – Grade 5
I Am From
I am from Jerusalem.
I am from fresh olives and silky olive oil.
I am from delicious falafel and creamy hummus.
I am from the long vines of grape leaves.
I am from the refreshing mint-tea.
I am from the prayer rug, from the mosque.
I am from the holiday of Ramadan, Eid-al-fitr.
I am from the singer Mohammad Assaf.
I am from the poet Mahmoud Darwish.
I am from nutmeg, black pepper, all spice.
I am from the fluffy sheep, kids running,
nails hammering.
I am from the city of Ramallah, al-Aqsa.
I am from “From the river to the sea,
Palestine will be free”.
I am from Palestine.
I am Huda Daralsheikh.
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Nahomy Esteves – Grade 5
No Puedo Esperar,
I Can’t Wait
No puedo esperar,
I can’t wait!
Last January I went to DR.
On September 12th, I came back.
I bought everything I needed
to get back to school.
The day before, I ate dinner early,
washed my hair,
then off to sleep at 9:30 pm.
No puedo esperar,
I can’t wait!
I was really happy to go back to school.
I woke up before the alarm, it was 5:50 am.
No puedo esperar,
I can’t wait!
I went to the bathroom, took a shower,
then I got ready.
No puedo esperar,
I can’t wait!
I was really excited to meet my teacher
and new friends.
At 3:00 pm I told my family about my day.
I couldn't wait until the next day.
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Kaylee Ginn – Grade 5
Black is Beautiful
My hair is part of my soul and culture.
My beautiful skin glistens
as the sun shines bright on my face.
Melanin shines through my body
as I pose for a picture.
My hair is kinky,
and it has a beautiful
light brown sparkle to it.
I love my hair and skin,
I am Black and beautiful
and so are you.
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Malakhi Noble – Grade 7
Incarceration of the Mind
Sitting in my room,
my mind in captivity,
thinking thoughts on the importance of life.
My mind constantly is lively,
some thoughts come at me like a knife.
My thoughts are the sun of my brain,
they shine bright but also take breathers.
My thoughts are my
coping mechanism with pain.
Or the way I emancipate, extricate,
salvage movie teasers.
Most thoughts on how I “manufactured” things
in the past that I was not entitled to.
Exceedingly feeling like giving up,
but it was God that pulled me through.
Some people would say
that to be where I am today is luck.
Impressions of others,
barking like dogs that are irate.
Waiting for my mind to stop going crazy,
trying to clear perceptions from the past
but it is too late.
Leaning on the wall thinking about how I was lazy,
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thoughts gravitate in my mind.
So many thoughts cradle my mind like a lazy river.
Sometimes thinking takes a lot of time,
and sometimes it even makes me shiver.
Beacons of burning brain work
smoldering in my head.
Remembering the voice of the
office clerk who told me
“obstacles are meant for me to go through
like a needle and thread”.
Releasing the chains,
it was not an easy process.
The chains are broken,
no longer coping with pain.
Freeing myself makes my life feel like a success.
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Jade Holmes – Grade 9
Rain
The smooth winds blow through
my dark brown hair
as cold drops of rain
hit my caramel skin.
I spin and jump around in puddles
while splashing my mom.
My mother shouts at me
for getting her pants wet
but I was so focused on the rain,
I couldn't hear her grumbling.
The sound of the rain
completely drowned out
my mom's loud voice.
The rain sounds made me feel
like I was teleported to a strange forest
where everything felt calm and secure.
Sadly, the sound of the rain ceased
as I opened my eyes and realized
the rain and wind were no longer there.
The calmness was over,
I felt unsafe again as I was transported
back to a world where I felt I was a target
in certain people’s eyes....
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Briana Lozada – Grade 11
Love At First Sight
When you walked through the door,
our eyes met for the first time.
I was sitting on the chair waiting for an intro.
Your smile, brighter than the sun itself.
Our eyes met for the first time.
You walked over, giving me a strong hug.
Your smile, brighter than the sun itself,
your scent, filling my nose perfectly.
You walked over, giving me a strong hug.
Your voice, like symphonies in my ear,
your scent, filling my nose perfectly.
Our stolen glances with each other
throughout the night.
Your voice, like symphonies in my ear,
your laugh, more addicting than drugs.
Our stolen glances with each other
throughout the night.
World spinning, heart throbbing.
Your laugh more addicting than drugs,
I was sitting on the chair, waiting for an intro.
World spinning, heart throbbing
when you walked through the door.
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Amina Cuascut – Grade 12
Her Silence
No one really knows her,
no one really sees the full range
of emotions that she experiences.
It’s either joy, or anger.
In these instances, she come off as the aggressor.
To an extent, it’s because she’s the black girl.
But at the same time, she feels
that she’s been confined to aggression.
Aggression is the only way that she can
portray pain while still portraying strength.
Not aggression to the extent of violence,
but aggression to the extent of silence.
Silence is golden but what she’s found
is that her silence is deafening.
No, she doesn’t mean to burst your ear drums
with her loud voice, or her loud pounding
and anxious heart.
What she’s doing is confining herself
to submissiveness,
trying to piece together
the broken shards of the mirror
with nothing but liquid glue.
And there she is,
she is the forlorn version of myself
that I try so hard to heal.
She is the hardworking, people pleasing person
who lived in that fixer mentality.
She is the spitting image
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of my 6 year old self,
my broken child.
She used to cry like hell
when she felt any ounce of discomfort
The feeling was overwhelming,
her body couldn’t handle the pressure
of a wrenching gut, a sunken throat.
Nor could she handle being abandoned.
She couldn’t handle the loud
and stimulating vibrations that
roll off the cursing tongue.
She couldn’t handle scolding eyes or judging wives.
She couldn’t handle the wretched image of anger,
because of this, she cried.
Then, she was taught that tears
equated to weakness.
That tears were only reserved
for people who were really hurt.
Little did they know
that she was really hurt.
Her sorrows turned numb,
numbness to confusion,
confusion turned to frustration,
and frustration manifested itself into aggression.
Tick tock, tick tock,
her internal clock goes endlessly round and round,
consistently absorbing the burdens of others.
Bottling it up again,
that loud and stimulating vibration
that rolls off the cursing tongue.
She absorbed that, too.
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She adopted the cursing tongue
and in turn cursed herself.
She knows what it means
to be overstimulated by confusing energy
and so she refrains from unleashing
the elements that fester inside her.
She falls mute.
To others, her silence may be deafening,
but for her,
her silence is peace.
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Second Prize
Karter Guthrie – Grade 1
Virtual Learning Freeze in My Brain
Virtual learning felt like forever.
Looking into the camera, I saw strangers,
lots of children and teachers that I didn't know.
I heard the voices and their laughter,
sometimes they felt so far away.
Virtual learning felt difficult to me,
I didn't have what I needed to learn with.
I didn't know how to use the computer.
Sometimes it left me feeling sad,
sometimes mad.
I missed seeing people,
and going outside of my house
to learn and play with my class.
I thought I would never see
the other children again.
Virtual learning felt like forever.
Sad, lonely, hard, and frustrating.
Virtual learning made me not want to learn.
Every day and every way,
virtual learning felt like forever.
I never want to learn in virtual learning again.
In person learning changed my learning life.
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Not sad, not lonely, not hard, not frustrating!
Going to school in person
is the greatest thing of all my life!
I love going to my school
and I love my classmates and teachers.
I see, I hear, I know who I am learning with.
I can succeed and learn again!
I work together with real people to learn every day!
Learning for me, in school, is now the best!
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Melisse Fernandez – Grade 2
It’s Good to Be Back!
This year was different,
we finally got to see each other.
It felt so awesome to be back in school together.
Before, we only saw our faces on a computer.
Now, we get to laugh, learn, and have fun together.
We couldn’t do that much when we were remote.
Now, we can do a lot.
It is a fantastic feeling to be back in school.
Being away from friends and teachers
was not a good feeling,
it was lonely and boring.
Learning felt different and I’m glad
we are safe and healthy.
It’s good to be back!
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Autumn Jackson-Miller – Grade 2
My Heart is So Proud
My heart is so proud
that I made honor roll
in second grade.
I am proud to be smart,
to love and care.
My teacher is the best
because he really cares.
My class is so fun,
and we all love to learn.
I learn better at school
even with my mask on.
We wear our masks
to keep us safe.
I hope one day
Covid goes away.
I want to hug my friends
and play with them again.
I cannot wait for it to end.
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Yaseen Elagamy – Grade 3
I Dream of a World
I dream of a world where masks
and viruses are banned.
A world where meteors never hit the Earth,
and has flowers and fruits and vegetables
that flourish.
A world where there is peace and harmony,
and a world that never will burn down
or ever get destroyed.
This world might come true one day.
This world might come true one day.
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Serenity Jimenez – Grade 3
Tidal Waves
‘til nighttime, I would stay up at the beach.
I would sit on the sand and relax,
dolphins would jump in the water.
Everyone should enjoy this moment.
What do people hate about the ocean?
I wonder.
All people should enjoy this, it's amazing.
Very important facts to know are out here,
like what types of animals live here.
Everyone thinks that these animals are just for food,
but they are more important than that.
So nighttime came fast, I left with a frown,
but at least I can come back tomorrow
and see what the tide has found.
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Leahnie Ramos – Grade 3
Friends
Fight for my friends
Respect what you like
Include you to my party of love
Encourage you always
Never forget you
Deserve to have joy with you
Stand by me if not I’ll stand by you.
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Lisanna Sanchez Espinal – Grade 4
Dreams
I dream of the day when
we don’t have to wear masks.
I dream that the streets will be safe.
I dream of the day when the world will be clean.
I dream of the day world hunger will stop.
I dream of the day that the homeless have homes.
I dream about seeing my baby sister
for the first time.
I dream of the day when life won’t be so hard.
I dream that the oceans will be clean.
I dream that the animals will be free.
I dream of the day that I will meet Nicole again.
These are my dreams.
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Ibrahim Polanco – Grade 4
The Earth is My Home
The Earth is my home.
It is the home for
all those who breathe,
for those that fly and crawl.
The inhabitants of Earth
are all beautiful and majestic creatures,
from the ones that roam the jungles
to the ones that walk in sneakers.
The shaking floor
when the Earth quakes,
the strong winds
piling snowflakes,
the tall waves that crash,
the hot sun that burns.
The sloping sides of a mountain,
the iron and nickel of the core that churns,
Earth is my home and where I live.
The land air and sea,
the third planet from the sun
the one I will protect in this galaxy.
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Lovely York – Grade 4
Blue Is Everywhere
Blue is the sky, with pretty clouds.
Blue is the ocean, with fish swimming happily.
Blue is real emotion from the heart,
blue is everywhere.
Blue is water flowing softly and calmly.
Blue is the ocean glistening with the sun’s rays.
Blue is the calm of the Caribbean Sea,
blue is everywhere.
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Ja’Kiyah Briggs – Grade 5
My Younger Sister
Those dark brown eyes are part of her disguise.
Her braids and beads would make it hard to believe.
When she’s at school she is as sweet as can be,
but when we are at home, she is mean to me!
We argue and bicker but no matter what,
she is still my younger sister!
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Elias Castaneda – Grade 5
Castaneda Parade
In our house, we can be a little crazy.
Especially when we play together, we are never lazy!
The more we go to play outside,
the more we act silly, play, flip, and slide!
Some say it is like a parade inside my house,
being part of my family is wild, no doubt!
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Amira Abdelhadi – Grade 6
Anxiety
This is my life
with anxiety,
thinking,
over-thinking,
stressing,
thinking,
sweating,
going crazy.
The thoughts are
overwhelming,
they keep playing
over and over.
I feel so upset
all of a sudden.
This isn’t fair,
what did I do
to deserve to
feel like this?
Why do I have
to remember
that now?
Why is that
stressing me out?
Can’t sleep,
thinking.

Am I good enough?
Did I do it right?
Am I okay?
Are you okay?
Thinking.
Am I going to pass
the test?
Overthinking,
sweating.
Why?
Why did I do it like
that?
Why?
Why did I say that?
Thinking,
sweating,
stressing.
Should I say sorry?
Should I be sorry?
Oh, sorry!
Why do I feel
nauseous?
Why do I feel dizzy?
I’m sweating.
This is my life
with anxiety.
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Violet Castaneda – Grade 7
Senses of the Kitchen
See the rainbow sitting in the pan,
oil splattering like raindrops of gold.
Shades of pink will soon turn to tan,
a colorful sight for you to behold.
Hear little firecrackers popping on the stove,
the sizzle is like music to my ears.
A little jazz, country and even rock and roll,
my favorite tunes throughout the years.
Smell of garlic running all through the space,
the screaming onions bring tears to my eyes.
Aromas of herbs and spices soon join the race,
giving clues to a meal that is sure to surprise.
Touch slowly and carefully the hot metal handle.
With the spoon, give the mixture a turn.
The fire burning like a handful of candles,
be careful not to get burned.
Taste a little here and taste a little there,
make sure that every flavor is good.
The most important ingredients are love and care.
The first piece is mine and should be clearly understood.
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Alfred Melo Soto – Grade 7
GIRL
Eyes bright like the sun,
hair like ocean waves.
Your voice, sweet as a marshmallow,
your skin, sweet like dark chocolate.
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Keyla Maldonado Rodriguez – Grade 9
Darkness
Darkness.
It was a day like any other
when suddenly I received a message.
It broke me on the inside,
it completely shattered my heart.
The sky turned dark,
clouds started to cover the sky,
the one thing we enjoyed
looking at the most together.
Whenever we were together,
it felt like we were walking on clouds.
But it seems like I was
the only one who felt that way.
My whole world came crashing
down at the snap of a finger.
I was alone again,
left in the dark,
forgotten by the one person
I loved the most.
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Honorable Mention
Qihan Chen – Grade 3
MY RACE DOES NOT MATTER
If you know that someday we will be friends,
why do you judge me by my race?
Is it the only way that you want to fear me?
NO, NO, NO!
I don’t care about bullies,
it does not matter what your race is.
We can all make peace!
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Lishay Lyle – Grade 3
The Thrills of Being Back to School
It was a beautiful September morning
and back to school was finally happening!
Being back together as a group,
meeting my new teacher,
and seeing my classmates made me very happy.
Being back with my friends felt like
an explosion of joy mixed with excitement.
My heart was beating so fast,
my eyes were wide open,
and my ears were perked up.
Listening to every word said,
being back in the classroom
gave me a greater appreciation for my friends.
I could feel the love from six feet away.
I could see the smile beneath their mask of course.
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Malaika Mohosin – Grade 3
Feel the Rainbow
The color crashes through the rocky, rough sea.
It washes over me and all my other feelings.
Lost in an ocean of my sadness
and depression taking over my life,
in a dark and sad zone
which I thought was going to be my home.
But when the sun passed the blue sky,
it reminded me that I am not alone.
No matter if it rains or snows,
because yellow, green, red, and blue
help me through the journey of my life.
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Yair Perguachi – Grade 3
My City
Putting my dreams on hold,
arms, arms, arms, firearms.
The time will surely
prove them wrong!
Emergency sirens
roaring all night long!
Soon it won’t be long.
Only the bravest survive
in a city not so bold.
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Sophia Sayegh – Grade 3
The Ocean
The ocean is like a world of adventure,
95% unexplored.
But inside we let ourselves free,
we forget about everything
and think about the coral, the fish, the sharks,
and even unexplored creatures.
But they all have a purpose,
and that is what makes them special.
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Amarra Denson – Grade 5
Black Lives Matter
I love my skin.
I love my race.
I love my people.
I love my race.
People may hate and people may like,
but our pride will always stay!
Our history is everlasting.
Our skin color is everlasting.
Our skin glows in the morning sun.
Our hair flows in the ocean.
Our voice will go into this world,
remembering our name.
Black lives matter and always will.
We will never change how we are!
We love our people and what they have done.
We love our skin.
We love our race.
We love our people.
We love our race.
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Karim Elkhateeb – Grade 5
The Universe is Full of
Surprises and Magic
The universe is endless,
there is always a surprise.
Wherever you look, you're filled with surprise.
Unique objects filling your mind,
wherever you search you will find
a timeless, endless surprise.
Galaxies that may surprise you,
beautiful stars at night.
Magic is hiding behind one of those stars.
One day, one may be revealed.
Behind that star,
a magical surprising star awaits you.
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Tomas Barrera Aponte – Grade 6
Apart
Apart.
Being separated
is like a balloon
that has been inflated
and then exploded.
Being together
is like flowers and bees
or water and trees.
But when the bees die,
the flowers fall.
And when the water dries,
the trees get older.
Being apart is like cookies
without the dough,
a cake with no frosting,
a plane that never flew,
or a cat that doesn't meow.
But until my last breath,
I will not let our friendship
meet with death.
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Ayman Atine – Grade 6
Hope
I am short and carefree.
I wonder what others feel and think about me.
I hear the clock ticking, the wind blowing,
and all the whispers of the world.
I see the sun shining, the people walking,
and the cars running.
I want to be taller, faster,
and most important, smarter.
I am short and carefree.
I pretend I can touch the clouds,
get great grades, and fly!
I feel like I am walking on the moon,
standing tall and proud.
I touch the soft cotton clouds,
feel the rough rocks, and feel the nice breeze.
I try to reach for the stars, become successful,
and never give up.
I hope for the best for everybody
and nothing bad ever happens.
I am short and carefree.
I understand that nothing can always stay,
and things pass and go.
I say we all have a chance to succeed,
we just have to try.
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I dream that nobody will ever go without food,
and everybody can afford what they need.
I worry if nobody succeeds at their dreams.
I cry that I might fail,
I am short and carefree.
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Tomorrow Chestnut – Grade 7
Loud
Speak louder, no one can hear your words.
Loud.
Your words hold no volume,
you must put emphasis on them.
No one is listening.
Get louder and maybe they will.
You were not loud enough,
no one knows what you said.
Just unspoken thoughts crowding
into a corner in an empty head.
Next time you will scream from
the top of your lungs to get your
point across, make your words
pierce, like bullets.
The next day came, yet your words,
just a whimper.
Not even worthy of a full-blown whisper.
How come no one heard you
when you screamed?
No one even batted an eye, you fiend.
Now you scream, not in agony or pain,
but for the simple fact
that you want to be heard.
Perhaps your words are twisted or slurred.
You scream until your voice is gone,
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lungs to the point of shattering.
Your story will never be told,
there's no point in blabbering.
Now, you are silent and do not speak,
yet all heads turn your way,
Anticipating, ready for you to sing a song.
Now, they listen when you have nothing to say,
Maybe you will get the privilege
of hearing me on a brand new day.
People only listen once you are silent.
Loud.
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Treyon Johnson – Grade 7
Stand Strong
There are two types of people in this world,
the first being strong and never quick to quit,
and the second who can’t stand it anymore
and give up after the first hit.
What we really need is to
stand strong like a tree,
its roots grounded and planted in the sand.
And despite time and elements
slowly but surely eating it away,
it will still proudly and boldly stand.
Its branches reach for the clouds,
and its bark bare, dry, and washing away.
However, like a true soldier, in a time of war,
it will stand, more and more determined each day.
Unlike the unwise, the tree will never relent,
to everyone else, its fate has been sealed.
But the tree will stand strong and will clutch
on to its determination like a shield.
One day, it is providing shade for
the exhausted and weary,
one more day, it is replacing our air.
Yet another day it is given to fulfill its purpose,
the purpose of the father above, up there.
I believe that we can learn from this sapling,
when we look deep in ourselves and learn
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to co-exist and get along, and the worries
and fears of the world seem to overwhelm us.
We may bend, but no matter what,
we must always stand strong.
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Micel Candia – Grade 9
Floating
His kindness and love
always make me feel like I was floating.
Never failed to make me feel special,
as thoughtful as he could ever be.
Calls every night,
something I would never trade for the world.
Again, that floating sensation,
what are you doing to me to cause this?
I was lost for years.
Now I found my home and I'll never let go.
Let's rise together,
please say that you will.
I'm up in the clouds now,
floating.
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Ashley Loayza – Grade 9
SELF LOVE!!
It's time to put yourself first.
Let go of all the negative vibes.
Push away the negativity from others,
focus on yourself.
Set new goals for yourself,
do things that please you only.
Appreciate yourself,
love your body.
You're amazing in your own way.
Don't let others bring you down.
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Special Honorable Mention
Lisan Lyle – Grade 4
Covid 19 - The Uninvited Guest
It was January 2020. I was 8 years old,
a new year started with good things to come,
or so we thought. I first heard about this mysterious
virus in my living room on TV. Little did I know it
would make its way to our shores, here in the US.
My little mind couldn’t comprehend the excitement
everyone was expressing about this virus. Soon,
the first case of the uninvited guest was discovered
and reported. A few cases turned into multiple cases.
People were dying, others were getting sick,
I didn't know how to feel, I was in shock. My heart
was racing, my thoughts were chasing, trying to keep
up with the chaos of this uninvited guest. I would
constantly ask myself, was this a camera trick or was it
a horror movie from Netflix? NO! This was happening
for real. I was witnessing the world turning upside
down at the speed of light.
It became difficult watching the daily news
because the reports of this uninvited guest were
becoming so depressing. I started to find
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ways to put my little mind at ease, hoping and
praying that tomorrow this virus would seize. This
virus soon took over the world, masks were being
sold everywhere!
Everyone was now wearing masks of
all shapes, sizes, and colors. I wondered if this
would keep on going! What would happen next?
It was now January 2021; the Coronavirus
did not say adios just yet. The virus was still
spreading, and people were still getting sick one
by one. Soon the Delta Variant came along,
Covid-19’s partner in crime, as I call it. This variant
was affecting people more severely, hospitals
were getting overcrowded, and the health
workers were at their last wits. You could see the
stress on their faces and hear it in their voices as
they battled this uninvited guest. The viruses
would not stop coming.
It was the holiday season and people still
wanted to celebrate, but they couldn’t. This
uninvited guest prevented family gatherings,
people missed their family members and wanted
to have fun with them.
Doctors and health officials announced a
new vaccine to help with the viruses. I felt good
about this vaccine, I thought it would
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prevent more sickness. Some people were
hesitant about this new vaccine, some did not
take it at all!
Now, it’s 2022. I am now 10 years old in
4th grade. I am thankful and so blessed to be
alive. This virus is no joke, but some people still
take it as one. This virus is still around, and we
all need to stay safe, schools have been shut
down including mine! I had to go to online
school for 2 years now! Children miss their
friends and family dearly, and this uninvited
guest has caused it all.
Dear Covid-19, your visit is not a
pleasure, please give us a chance to be free so
we can live like we used to be. Stay safe
everyone, have a great year.
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